Jeppe Wins Annual Technique Cup Award As High Point Man

HAS CONSISTENT RECORDS IN 220 AND 440 EVENTS

Brooker of Technology Track In Meet With West Point

DREW SHORT FOUR POINTS

Jeppe Took Leading Part in Athletics at Camp Technology

B. P. Jeppe ’25 was awarded the Technique Silver cup for his achievements on the Tech track at the annual Spring Meet. Jeppe dominated the 440-yard dash with a single striding movement, though West Point was relatively strong in the 220-yard dash.

PHYSICIST LECTURES ON LIGHT PHENOMENA

Next Lecture Will Be Delivered Tomorrow Afternoon

Dr. Charles Fabry, professor of the physics in the University of Paris, delivered the annual Holcomb Lecture on light phenomena at Technology. The lecture was delivered in the Physics Department auditorium, where over a hundred students and professors attended.

SECOND YEAR OF LECTURE SERIES SOONS

Prominent Men In All Lines Of Science To Take Part

First Address Nov. 14

J. E. Aldred Founded Course In Order To Link Practice With Theory

The Faculty, members of the Senior Class, and Engineering students will hear the inaugural lecture of the second year of the series of lectures on the subjects of philosophy of science, given by Mr. J. E. Aldred, the founder of the series. This will be the first of the 12 lectures by prominent scientists, distrib- uted among the subjects of philosophy of science, physics, chemistry, biology, and medicine. The later lectures will be given by Dr. A. L. Hoyt, of the Harvard University, and Dr. J. B. Conant, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

FRESH SING UP SENIOR MANAGERS

This version of the annual election is being run on an entirely different basis than the usual procedure. The election takes place on the third floor of the physics building, where four different committees are conducting the election, one for each class. Each committee is composed of three members, two of whom are seniors, and all members are required to have passed the required courses in physics and mathematics.

TECHNOLOGY REVIEW WILL APPEAR SOON

Contains Story of De Pont’s Gift of $4,000,000 to Build Roads

The Technology Review appears in this neighborhood in a quite different appearance from last issue. The editor has been on vacation, and the staff has not had time to produce a new issue. However, the editor promises that the next issue will be published in a few weeks.

NAVALSCHOOL TO SHOW CLARK MARINE EXHIBIT

Will Mark Technology’s Only Observance of Navy Week

In compliance with a request made by the Commander of the Navy Yard the Institute will open to public inspection the Clark collection of naval relics, during Navy Week. Included in this exhibit are many rare and unique items of naval interest. Among these are a number of small models of the famous ships of the British Navy, a few of the oldest models of the United States Navy, and a number of models of modern warships. The Clark collection is a valuable contribution to the study of naval history and is of great interest to lovers of naval lore.

Veterans of both World Wars will be on hand to answer questions and give information about the exhibits. The exhibit will be open to the public on Saturday, October 22, from 10:00 to 5:00, and on Sunday, October 23, from 1:00 to 5:00.

OUSTING CLUB TO HOLD SMOKER THIS THURSDAY

A smoker will be held Thursday evening in the Union, and the Officers of the Club would be glad to have all members present and to encourage any of the officers to attend. The Union will be open at 7:30 for the enjoyment of all members. The officers will be on hand to meet and greet all members, and to answer any questions they may have.

STUDENT BODY OUT IN FULL FORCE TO ATTEND SMOKER IN WALKER FRIDAY NIGHT

INSTITUTE BEHIND ACTIVITIES SAYS BURSAR IN SPEECH

Shows How Money Is Spent By Corporation for Good of Student

CROWD FILLS ALL WALKER

Moving Picture History of Past Year Seen by Men at Annual Social Meeting

The Institute was vitalized in activity, in spirit, in romance that cannot be expressed in words. On Friday night the All Technology Student Body met for the annual social meeting, which was held in the auditorium of the Student Union. The meeting was well attended, with a large crowd present, and the program was enjoyed by all.

Pressman Breakdown

Two Members of Managing Board Depart For E.C.M.A. Convention

Due to a breakdown in one of the machines at the Atlantic Printing Company, the first issue of the Student Body Out will be delayed in publication. The Student Body Out will be delayed in the printing of the first issue of the Student Body Out. The Student Body Out will be delayed in the printing of the first issue of the Student Body Out. The Student Body Out will be delayed in the printing of the first issue of the Student Body Out.
and their utility in foretelling election results, there is embodied candidates. The results of this vote are to be sent to the NEW...
SOPHS AND FROSH FOOTBALL TEAMS LOSE TWO GAMES

Sophomores Lose to Dean by One Goal in Twilight Gridiron Tussle

ST. JOHN’S BEATS FROSH

Saturday was a sorry day for the Field Base football team, when freshmen lost to St. John’s by an over-powered offense, which left the Frosh to carry the day. The Frosh were led by their captain, Ed Dean, who scored two touchdowns and also kicked off for three extra points. The game was played on St. John’s fine field, which was in good condition for the contest. The Frosh were unable to make good plays throughout the game and were kept out of the end zone by the powerful defense of the St. John’s team.

Tennis Players Getting In Trim For Tournament

Seven free minutes were swinging rapidly in the late tennis tournaments, and now being played to please the freshmen and varsity squads of the next season. Although entries for the event were closed October 14, the name will be given a chance to play in the elimination contests held the beginning of next season.

The year's prospect varies for a court team especially brilliant for several of last year's champions, which included West End Inter-University's, who played and Russell and Yeater,Enter and Yeater Division's, which included a complete schedule in the doubles competition for the girls' team that opened the fall against the Fall.

Russell is captain of this year's team. Broadhurst, winner of last year's tournament; and Harwell, who entered in the tournament last year, will also be members of the team.

Tennis Fee $50.00

More Pullers for War of Tug is Cry

"More men are needed for War, we need all of you," said the coach of the varsity baseball team, who led the Frosh in the tug of war exercise at the Field Day. The Frosh were divided into four teams, each team consisting of one man from each section of the Field Day. The Frosh were asked to compete against the Sophomores, who were considered the strongest team in the war exercise. The Frosh team was led by Louis Cline, who was captain of the team. The Sophomores were led by F. Broadhurst, who was the winning captain of the Sophomores in the tug of war exercise.
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ed power locally for industrial purposes, and to this end the project was explored on the various sites in the Province of Quebec.

All of these unfoundries were finally acclaimed to be less valuable than the earlier ones, the chief reason being that their efficiency in the production of iron was a small fraction of that of the successful furnaces. In addition, their product was of inferior quality, with a high proportion of slag and impurities.

A more valuable factor in the production of iron was the use of local ores. The local ores were found to be of high quality and were easily smelted, resulting in a product that was superior to that of the unfoundries.

In conclusion, the production of iron in Quebec was chiefly dependent on the use of local ores, which were found to be of high quality and were easily smelted. The unfoundries were eventually abandoned as they were found to be less valuable than the successful furnaces. The local ores were found to be of high quality and were easily smelted, resulting in a product that was superior to that of the unfoundries.